
High Tech Document Destruction

The need to efficiently dispose large quantities of documents in the workplace has transformed the

simple paper shredder into an advanced piece of office equipment. 

Not your father’s paper shredder

In the not too distant past, paper shredders were only used to shred a company’s highest-level 

confidential documents. Identity theft was something you read about in the papers, and not something

that would seriously concern most businesses. Fast-forward to 2010 where the secure destruction

of information has become an absolute must for every company in America. As data and identity

thieves have become more sophisticated, so to has the paper shredder.

Although still a popular option, mobile shredding services are increasingly falling by the wayside as

more and more companies are calling into question whether or not they are truly secure. If a business

employs a shredding service, confidential documents are leaving the business intact, in the hands of

strangers. In addition, the false sense of security comes with a never-ending expense, which is only

going to increase. Machines with the ability to destroy large amounts of documents in-house,

quickly and efficiently are fast-becoming a standard fixture in hospitals, government offices, and

Fortune 500 companies. New performance innovations and larger, more powerful motors once

found on only the most expensive shredders are now standard features. 

Advanced features offer increased performance and reliability

Today’s paper shredders are being run harder than ever and are expected to shred a wide variety of

media with no drop-off in performance and minimal maintenance. The single innovation that has

contributed more to the overall performance of the office shredder is the automatic oiler. Destroyit

business shredders by MBM Corporation pioneered the development of the automatic oiler and

they are now offered as standard equipment on several Centralized Office models. Automatic oil

injection eliminates the need to manually oil the machine and ensures that it is always operating at

the optimum level it was designed for. In addition to increasing the life span of the machine, it also

cuts down on noise levels and dust residue. 

In today’s fast-paced office environments, high shredding speeds are a necessity and paper jams

cannot be tolerated. Always an innovator in advanced shredding solutions, Destroyit developed the

Electronic Capacity Control (ECC) indicator which prevents jams by monitoring paper levels during

the shredding process. Because all Destroyit shredders utilize hardened steel cutting shafts, staples

and paper clips do not have to be removed prior to shredding. With some of the most powerful motors

available, documents can be shredded almost as fast as you can insert them into the slot on a shred

service paper collection container.

Safety always comes first

Operator safety is always of paramount importance and Destroyit shredders offer more safety features

than any other manufacturer. The exclusive “SPS” safety features found on Destroyit business shredders
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include electronic safety shields, automatic power stop when the cabinet door is opened or when

the shred container is full, double protection against overheating, and an “Easy Switch” control element

which functions as an emergency stop switch. 

An organization’s need for document security cannot be over-emphasized—there is simply too

much at stake to employ outside vendors or to cut corners with inferior machines. To learn more

about the advantages of on-site shredding with industry-leading Destroyit business shredders,

please call or visit us on-line today.

MBM Corporation

3134 Industry Drive

North Charleston, SC 29418

800-826-0161

www.mbmcorp.com
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